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Abstract
The theory of higher weights is applied to binary self-dual codes. Bounds are given for the sec-
ond minimum higher weight and a Gleason-type theorem is derived for the second higher weight
enumerator. The second weight enumerator is shown to be unique for the putative [72; 36; 16]
Type II code and the 5rst three minimum weights are computed for optimal codes of length
less than 32. We also determine the structures of the graded rings associated with the code
polynomials of higher weights for small genera, one of which has the property that it is not
Cohen–Macaulay.
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1. Introduction
A binary code of length n is a subset of Fn2 and a code is linear if it is a subspace.
To this ambient space we attach the standard inner product: [v; w] =
∑
viwi, and for
a code C de5ne C⊥ = {v∈ Fn2 | [v; w] = 0 ∀w∈C}. As usual, if C ⊆ C⊥ we say
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that C is self-orthogonal, and if C=C⊥ then C is self-dual. For a complete description
of the theory of self-dual codes and any unde5ned terms, see [8].
We shall describe the notion of higher weights, introduced by Wei [11], which is a
generalization of Hamming weight. We shall follow the notation in [10], see this paper
for a complete description of higher weights. Let D ⊆ Fn2 be a linear subspace, then
‖D‖= |Supp(D)|; (1)
where
Supp(D) = {i | ∃v∈D; vi 	= 0}: (2)
For a linear code C de5ne
dr = dr(C) = min{‖D‖ |D ⊆ C; dim (D) = r}: (3)
Notice that the minimum Hamming weight of a code C is d1(C). It also follows that
di6dj when i6 j and that dk = |supp(C)| where k is the dimension of the code. In
fact, it can be shown [10, Proposition 3.1], that di ¡dj when i¡ j. For a self-dual
code dk = n since the all one vector is always present.
The higher weight spectrum is de5ned as
Ari = A
r
i (C) = |{D ⊆ C | dim (D) = r; ‖D‖= i}|: (4)





Hence for each r6 dim (C) we have a weight enumerator. Note that W 1(C;y) is
not the Hamming weight enumerator HC(y) =
∑
iyi where there are i vectors of
Hamming weight i in C, but rather W 1(C;y)=HC(y)−1; since the zero vector is not
represented.
This weight enumerator can also be written as a homogeneous polynomial:
















(2k − 1)(2k − 2) · · · (2k − 2r−1)
(2r − 1)(2r − 2) · · · (2r − 2r−1) ;
which is the number of subspaces of dimension r in a k-dimensional space.
Note that simply because two codes have identical Hamming weight enumerators
does not imply that the codes have identical Wr(C;y) weight enumerators for all r.
We shall drop the y from the notation whenever no confusion will arise.
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There exists MacWilliams type identities for the higher weights, see [5,10]. The











1 + (qs − 1)y
)
; (6)
where the code has dimension k in Fnq, and [s]r =
∏r−1
j=0 (q
s − qj). Note that to 5nd
Ws(C⊥) it is necessary to use Wr(C; y) for all r, with 06 r6 s. We shall discuss
MacWilliams relations in Section 5.
Example 1. Let C be the [8; 4; 4] Hamming code. Then we have
W 0(C) = 1; W 1(C) = 14y4 + y8;
W 2(C) = 28y6 + 7y8; W 3(C) = 8y7 + 7y8; W 4(C) = y8
Note that W 1(C; 1) = [41 ] = 15, W
2(C; 1) = [42 ] = 35, and W
3(C; 1) = [43 ] = 15.
2. Binary self-dual codes
We notice that for the binary case any two-dimensional subspace generated by v and
w consists of {v; w; 0; v + w}. This simple fact will be used in proving the next few
theorems. We also note the following
Supp(〈v; w〉) = |v|+ |w| − |v ∧ w|; (7)
where |v ∧ w|= |Supp(v) ∩ Supp(w)|. In addition, |v+ w|= |v|+ |w| − 2|v ∧ w|.
Theorem 2.1. Let C be a self-orthogonal code with W 2(C;y) =
∑
A2i y
i. If i is odd
then Ai = 0.
Proof. Let a two-dimensional subspace be generated by v and w. Since C is self-
orthogonal we have that |v| and |w| are 0 (mod 2), and [v; w] = 0 implying that |v∧w|
is 0 (mod 2). Hence Supp(〈v; w〉) = |v|+ |w| − |v ∧ w| is even.
This is not true when r ¿ 2, see Example 1.
Theorem 2.2. Let C be a self-orthogonal code. If d1 ≡ 0 (mod 4) then d2¿ 32d1 and
if d1 ≡ 2 (mod 4) then d2¿ 32d1.
Proof. We shall split the proof into two cases.
Case 1: |v ∧ w|6 12d1
Then we have
|v|+ |w| − |v ∧ w|¿d1 + d1 − 12d1¿ 32d1:
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Case 2: |v ∧ w|¿ 12d1
Assume for some v; w we have |Supp(〈v; w〉)|¡ 32d1. Then since v + w is a vector
in C we have
|v|+ |w| − 2|v ∧ w|¿d1; (8)
and since the support is less than |Supp(〈v; w〉)|¡ 32d1, then
|v|+ |w| − |v ∧ w|¡ 32d1: (9)
Inequality (8) gives |v|+ |w|¿d1 + 2|v ∧ w|; and placing into (9) gives
d1 + |v ∧ w|6d1 + 2|v ∧ w| − |v ∧ w|6 |v|+ |w| − |v ∧ w|¡ 32d1;
so that d1 + |v ∧ w|¡ 32d1 and 5nally |v ∧ w|¡ 12d1. This contradicts our assumption
that |v ∧ w|¿ 12d1.




Proposition 2.3. Let C be a code, if Ad1 ¿ 1, where Ad1 is the number of minimum




1 is the second
smallest non-zero Hamming weight in C.
Proof. If there are at least two vectors with minimum weight in C, then the two-
dimensional subcode generated by these two vectors has support less than or equal
to 2d1. The second statement follows similarly by taking the unique minimum weight
vector with a vector of the second smallest weight.
Tables 3 and 4 give d2 and d3 for all binary self-dual codes with n6 12, and all
optimal self-dual codes with n6 32. Note that the code e8i2 has d1 = 2 and d2 = 6
which is higher than the bound d26 2d1 guarantees, so a self-dual code exists which
exceeds the bound. Constructions for these binary self-dual codes can be found in [8,
Chapter 4] and the references therein.
3. Shadows
We shall apply higher weights to the shadow codes. Let C be a Type I self-dual
code, with C0 the subcode of doubly-even vectors, and set C2 = C − C0. De5ne the
shadow to be S := C⊥0 − C; and denote by C1 and C3 the cosets of C0 that comprise
S. Hence, C⊥0 = C0 ∪ C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C3 with C = C0 ∪ C2 and S = C1 ∪ C3. See [1] for a
complete description.
De5ne r(C;y) as follows:
r(C;y) := Wr(C⊥0 ;y)−Wr(C;y): (10)
Notice that r(C;y) counts subcodes of dimension r of C⊥0 that are not subcodes of
C. As such this polynomial must have coeJcients that are non-negative integers.
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Recall that S=C+ s where s is some vector in C⊥0 not in C. Then 
r(C;y) counts
the number of subcodes of the form
〈v1 + 1s; vs + 2s; : : : ; vk + ks〉; (11)
where vi ∈C, i ∈ F2 and at least one i is not 0.
For a code C to exist Wr(C;y) and r(C;y) must have non-negative integral co-
eJcients for all r with 06 r6 n=2. In particular, note that if C is a self-dual code
with shadow S, then 1(C;y) = HS(y). Hence, the weight enumerator r(C;y) is a
generalization of the weight enumerator of the shadow.
Example 2. Consider the self-dual code i32. (See [2] or [8] and the references therein
for any unde5ned notation.) This code has W 2(C;y)=3y4 +4y6, W 2(C0;y)=y6, and
W 2(C⊥0 ;y) = 15y
4 + 12y5 + 8y6, so 2(C;y) = 12y4 + 12y5 + 4y6.
3.1. Cosets






where Ari is the number of subcodes D of the form
D = 〈v1 + 1t; v2 + 2 + t; : : : ; vk + k + t〉 (13)
with D ⊆ E, dim(D) = r, and ‖D‖ = i, where at least one i 	= 0, E = (C + t) and
the vi are in C. Namely it counts the higher weights of the subcodes of C′ that are
contained in E but not contained in C. Hence
r(C;y) =Wr(S; C;y) and Wr(C;y) =Wr(C0;y) +Wr(C2; C0;y):
Theorem 3.1. Let C be an [n; k; d] code with E a coset of C, then








Proof. We have that













k+1 − 2i)−∏r−1i=0 (2k − 2i)∏r−1
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Then the quotient becomes





































4. Biweight enumerators and higher weights
The MacWilliams relations (6) do not allow for a straightforward application of in-
variant theory, since Wr(C⊥;y) is not obtained by a group action on Wr(C;y), but
rather involves W 0(C;y); W 1(C;y); : : : ; W r(C;y). We shall use the biweight enumer-
ator to produce a Gleason type theorem for the second higher weight. We begin with
some de5nitions.
If A and B are binary codes, of length n, with v∈A and w∈B de5ne
i(v; w) = the number of r with vr = 0 and wr = 0;
j(v; w) = the number of r with vr = 0 and wr = 1;
k(v; w) = the number of r with vr = 1 and wr = 0;
l(v; w) = the number of r with vr = 1 and wr = 1:
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The joint weight enumerator of the codes A and B is given by






If A= B then the weight enumerator JA;A is called the biweight enumerator of A.
Theorem 4.1. Let C be a binary code then
W 2(C;y) = 16 (JC;C(1; y; y; y)− JC;C(1; 0; 0; y)
− JC;C(1; 0; y; 0)− JC;C(1; y; 0; 0) + 2): (16)
Proof. Let v; w be any two linearly independent vectors then
|Supp〈v; w〉|= j(v; w) + k(v; w) + l(v; w):
The biweight enumerator counts all pairs v; w, including {v; v}, {0; v} and {v; 0}, none
of which generate a two-dimensional subcode. We have that JC;C(1; 0; 0; y) counts pairs
of the form {v; v}, JC;C(1; 0; y; 0) counts pairs of the form {v; 0}, and JC;C(1; y; 0; 0)
counts pairs of the form {0; v}. The 2 at the end of the sum accounts for the number
of times {0; 0} is counted.
Each space {0; v; w; v+ w} is counted P(3; 2) = 6 times in the biweight enumerator,
accounting for the 16 .
Note that
1
6 (JC;C(1; 1; 1; 1)− JC;C(1; 0; 0; 1)− JC;C(1; 0; 1; 0)− JC;C(1; 1; 0; 0) + 2)
= 16 (2






This relationship is useful to produce Gleason-type theorems for the second higher
weight enumerator. In Section 5 another relationship between the generalized joint
weight enumerator and the higher weights is introduced.
Example 3. The biweight enumerator of the [8; 4; 4] extended Hamming code is
JC;C(a; b; c; d) = d8 + 14 c4d4 + c8 + 14d4b4 + 14 c4b4 + b8
+ 168 c2d2a2b2 + 14d4a4 + 14 c4a4 + 14 a4b4 + a8:
It is a simple calculation to see that
1
6 (JC;C(1; y; y; y)− JC;C(1; 0; 0; y)− JC;C(1; 0; y; 0)− JC;C(1; y; 0; 0) + 2)
=7y8 + 28y6 =W 2(C;y):
In [4,6] Gleason theorems for Type I and Type II codes were given. We state the
result in the next lemma, the result in [4, Theorem 4.1], and the polynomials can be
found there.
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Table 1
The second higher weight enumerator for a Type II [72; 36; 16] code


























Lemma 4.2. Let S be a self-dual linear code. If S is Type I its biweight enumerator
is an element of
R1 = C[A; C; B2; D2]⊕ BDC[A; C; B2; D2]: (17)
If S is Type II its biweight enumerator is an element of
R2 = C[P8; P212; P24; P220]⊕ P12P20C[P8; P212; P24; P220]: (18)
Theorem 4.3. Let C be a self-dual code. Then W 2(C; y) is of the form
1
6 (J (1; y; y; y) + J (1; 0; 0; y) + J (1; 0; y; 0) + J (1; y; 0; 0) + 2); (19)
where J is an element of R1 if the code is Type I and J is an element of R2 if the
code is Type II.
Using this theorem, it is easy to compute the possible W 2(C; y) where C is a
Type II code of length 72 with minimum weight 16. In fact there is a unique weight
enumerator, given that J (1; 0; 0; y) must be the unique Hamming weight enumerator
for such a code. This weight enumerator is given in Table 1. There is also a unique
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Table 2
The second higher weight enumerator for a Type II [48; 24; 12] code

















W 2(C; y) for a Type II code of length 48 with minimum weight 12, and this is given
in Table 2. Note that d2 = 32d1 for these codes.
The results in Tables 3 and 4 were generated from the codes of the binary self-dual
codes via a C program which enumerates all subcodes. The accuracy of the program
was con5rmed by hand solutions and the method given in Section 5.
5. Joint weight enumerators and the MacWilliams relations
We generalize the joint weight enumerator:





xna(v1 ; :::; vg)a ;
where na(v1; : : : ; vg) denotes the number of i such that a= (v1i ; : : : ; vgi).
We shall now produce a fundamental relationship between the joint weight
enumerator and the higher weight enumerator.
For r6 g, put
Are(C) = ]{(v1; : : : ; vg)∈Cg : dim〈v1; : : : ; vg〉= r;a (v1; : : : ; vg) = ea; ∀a∈ Fg2};
where e = (ea : a∈ Fg2). Fixing e0, we have
′∑
Are(C) = ]{(v1; : : : ; vg)∈Cg : dim〈v1; : : : ; vg〉= r; ‖〈v1; : : : ; vg〉‖= n− e0}
=f(g; r)Arn−e0 (C);
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Table 3
Binary self-dual codes with n6 26
n Code dI dII d2 d3
2 i2 2
4 i22 2 4
6 i32 2 4 6
8 i42 2 4 6
8 e8 4 6 7
10 i52 2 4 6
10 e8i2 2 6 7
12 i62 2 4 6
12 i22e8 2 4 7
12 d+12 4 6 8
14 e2+7 4 6 7
16 d2+8 4 6 8
16 d+16 4 6 8
16 e28 4 6 7
18 d3+6 4 6 9
18 (d10e7f1)+ 4 6 7
20 d+20 4 6 8
20 (d12e8)+ 4 6 7
20 (d12d8)+ 4 6 8
20 (d28d4)
+ 4 6 8
20 (e27d6)
+ 4 6 7
20 (d36f2)
+ 4 6 9
20 d5+4 4 6 10
22 g22 6 10 12
24 g24 8 12 14
24 h+24 6 10 12
26 f213 6 10 12
where
∑′ denotes the summation over ea such that∑
ea(a=0)
= n− e0; 06 ea6 n− e0(∀a; a 	= 0):
f(g; r) is the number of ordered g-elements which span the r-dimensional subspace
of the 5xed r-dimensional subspace in a g-dimensional space, that is
f(g; r) = ]{(v1; : : : ; vg)∈Dg: dim〈v1; : : : ; vg〉= r};
where D is a 5xed r-dimensional subspace in Fg2. Note that f(g; r) is independent
of the choice of the r-dimensional subspace D. Put
[g]r =
{
1 if r = 0;
(2g − 1)(2g − 2) · · · (2g − 2r−1) otherwise:
The number [g]r is known as the number of ordered linear independent r-elements in
the g-dimensional F2-space. We observe that f(g; r) = [g]r by induction on g and r,
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Table 4
Binary self-dual codes with 286 n6 32
n Code dI dII d2 d3
28 A28 6 10 13
28 B28 6 10 12
28 C28 6 10 12
30 A30 6 10 12
30 B30 6 10 12
30 C30 6 10 13
30 D30 6 10 12
30 E30 6 10 12
30 F30 6 10 12
30 G30 6 10 12
30 H30 6 10 13
30 I30 6 10 12
30 J30 6 10 12
30 K30 6 10 12
32 C81 (q32) 8 12 14
32 C82 (r32) 8 12 14
32 C83 (g2+16 ) 8 12 14
32 C84 (f8+4 ) 8 12 14
32 C85 (f16+2 ) 8 12 14
32 g2+16 − I 8 12 14
32 f8+4 − I 8 12 14
32 r32 − I 8 12 14
that is
(i) we prove f(g; 0) = [g]0, for all g with 06 g6 k,
(ii) assuming f(g−1; r)=[g−1]r and f(g−1; r−1)=[g−1]r−1, we prove f(g; r)=[g]r .
(i) is obvious. Before proving (ii), we claim the following recurrence:
f(g; r) = 2rf(g− 1; r) + (2r − 1)2r−1f(g− 1; r − 1);
for r ¡g. Indeed, for a 5xed r-dimensional subspace D, we have
f(g; r) = ]{(v1; : : : ; vg)∈Dg | dim〈v1; : : : ; vg〉= r}
= ]{(v1; : : : ; vg)∈Dg | dim〈v1; : : : ; vg〉= r; dim〈v1; : : : ; vg−1〉= r}
+ ]{(v1; : : : ; vg)∈Dg | dim〈v1; : : : ; vg〉= r; dim〈v1; : : : ; vg−1〉= r − 1}
= 2r · f(g− 1; r) + (2
r − 1)(2r−1 − 1) · · · (22 − 1)
(2r−1 − 1)(2r−2 − 1) · · · (2− 1)
· (2r − 2r−1) · f(g− 1; r − 1)
= 2rf(g− 1; r) + (2r − 1)2r−1f(g− 1; r − 1):
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Then we can prove the latter part of the induction, that is
f(g; r) = 2rf(g− 1; r) + (2r − 1)2r−1f(g− 1; r − 1)
= 2r[g− 1]r + (2r − 1)2r−1[g− 1]r−1
= 2r(2g−1 − 1) · · · (2g−1 − 2r−2)(2g−1 − 2r−1)
+ (2r − 1)2r−1(2g−1 − 1) · · · (2g−1 − 2r−3)(2g−1 − 2r−2)
= (2g − 2) · · · (2g − 2r−1)(2g − 2r) + (2r − 1)
(2g − 2) · · · (2g − 2r−2)(2g − 2r−1)
= (2g − 2) · · · (2g − 2) {(2g − 2r) + (2r − 1)}
= (2g − 2) · · · (2g − 2) · (2g − 1)
= [g]r :






Finally, we give a relation between J gC and W
r
C’s.
Theorem 5.1. For C a code over F2, we get



























Putting x0 = x; xa = y (a 	= 0), we have
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Then we put e0 → n− i (06 i6 n) and we have















This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Example 4. We give examples for the binary case. In the following list, we omit
C; x; y. W 0 is always xn, where n denotes the length of the code C.
J 1 =W 0 +W 1;
J 2 =W 0 + 3W 1 + 6W 2;
J 3 =W 0 + 7W 1 + 42W 2 + 168W 3;
J 4 =W 0 + 15W 1 + 210W 2 + 2520W 3 + 20 160W 4:












This leads to the MacWilliams identity for WrC (see [5, Theorem 1]):













g − 1)y; x − y):

















5.1. A Gleason-type theorem
In this section, we shall use the previous results to produce a Gleason-type theorem
for binary self-dual codes.
Let C be a self-dual Type I code and Wr(C; x; y) its symmetric higher weight
enumerator. Consider the polynomial J t(x; y), the genus t joint weight enumerator.
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The polynomial J t(x; y) is held invariant by the action of the MacWilliams relations















because the length of the code must be even.
These two matrices generate the following group: Gt = {I; Mt;−Mt;−I}. For all t
the Molien series is given by
1
(02 − 1)2 = 1 + 20
2 + 304 + 406 + · · · :
It is easy to 5nd the invariants, giving the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Let C be a Type I binary code, then




r(C; x; y)∈C[x2 + (2t − 1)y2; x2 + (2t − 1)xy]: (20)
Note that the only assumption is that the code is formally self-dual with respect
to the genus t weight enumerator and that the length of the code is even. Thus any
code equivalent to its dual has a weight enumerator of the form given in the previous
theorem.
If the code is Type II then the length must be a multiple of 8 and we have that J t
is also held invariant by the matrix !I , where !8 = 1.
Let GII; t=〈Gt; !I〉. Then GII; t has order 16 and the Molien series is simply a subseries
of the Molien series given above where the only terms with non-zero coeJcients are
those with exponents congruent to 0 (mod 8). Moreover, the weight enumerator of a
Type II code is an element of the ring given in Theorem 5.4 with the restriction that
the length of the code is 0 (mod 8).
Using the Gleason theorem given above together with the equation in Theorem 5.1,
it is a simple calculation to determine all of the higher weight enumerators for the
[24; 12; 8] Type II Golay code, which are given in Tables 5–7. It is then easy to
compute the genus 12 weight enumerator, and this is given in Table 8.
6. Graded rings
We consider the graded ring
W(g) = C[Wr(C; x; y): 06 r6 g]
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Table 5
Higher weight enumerators for the [24; 12; 8] Golay code





759 648945 1939245 648945 16
6800640 5100480 17
1020096 19126800 32728080 18
41483904 160665120 19
743820 73744440 613842768 20
97475840 1766466240 21
170016 93721320 3627594960 22
56785344 4739378160 23
1 5842 16610462 2964543186 24
Table 6
Higher weight enumerators for the [24; 12; 8] Golay code




69706560 4590432 42504 19
580710900 89736570 2497110 10626 20
3545513664 1187440320 77498960 991760 21
15228970680 10684676772 1504064760 45054240 22
41367370176 59857703136 17539208808 1129817040 23
53630338872 158850111409 95305717573 12735106417 24
Table 7
Higher weight enumerators for the [24; 12; 8] Golay code
W 9 W 10 W 11 W 12 Weight i
2024 21
276276 276 22
16194024 48576 24 23
391873471 2745303 4071 1 24
We put
I0 =W 0e8 = x
8;
I1 =W 1e8 = 14x
4y4 + y8;
I2 =W 1g24 = 759x
16y8 + 2576x12y12 + 759x8y16 + y24;
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Table 8
The genus 12 weight enumerator for a the [24; 12; 8] Golay code















where e8 and g24 denote the [8; 4; 4] extended Hamming code and the [24; 12; 8] ex-
tended Golay code, respectively.
6.1. The graded ring for g= 0 and 1
Theorem 6.1. (i) W(0) = C[I0].
(ii) I0 and I1 are algebraically independent and W(1) = C[I0; I1]⊕ C[I0; I1]I2.
Proof. (i) is obvious and we prove (ii). First we show that I0 and I1 are algebraically




1 = 0; (21)
for some ij’s and some positive integer ‘. Dividing both sides by some appropriate
power of I0, we can assume that 0; ‘=8 	= 0. Considering the coeJcient of y‘, we
have 0; ‘=8 = 0, which contradicts the assumption 0; ‘=8 	= 0. Therefore, I0 and I1 are
algebraically independent.
For any Type II code C, there exists some polynomial P(X; Y ) such that





By Theorem 5.1, we have
J 1C = P(I0 + I1; I
3
0 + I2)
= P˜(I0; I1; I2)
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for some polynomial P˜(X; Y; Z). Again using Theorem 5.1, we have
W 1C = P˜(I0; I1; I2)−W 0C ∈C[I0; I1; I2];
therefore, we have
W1 = C[I0; I1; I2]:
Because of the relation
I 22 =−115273125I 40 I 21 − 29552562I 30 I 31 − 834555I 20 I 41 − 1518I0I 51 − I 61
+ (29767500I 30 + 718878I
2




















 I2 = 0: (22)
Dividing both sides by some power of I0, we may assume that at least one of 0; ‘=8
and 60; (‘−24)=8 is not zero, but this is impossible because the coeJcient of y‘ must
satisfy
0; ‘=8 + 60; (‘−24)=8 = 0:
Therefore, we have
W(1) = C[I0; I1]⊕ C[I0; I1]I2;
which completes the proof of (ii).












We shall recall some de5nitions. Let R be a graded C-algebra of dimension n, where
n is the maximal number of elements of R which are algebraically independent over
C. A set {71; : : : ; 7n} of homogeneous elements of positive degree in R is said to
be a homogeneous system of parameters if R is 5nitely generated as a module over
C[71; : : : ; 7n]. If R is a 5nitely generated free module over C[71; : : : ; 7n], then R is said
to be Cohen–Macaulay. We are now able to state the next corollary.
Corollary 6.3. The graded rings W(g) for g= 0; 1 are Cohen–Macaulay.
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Remark. The decomposition given in the above theorem is not unique. In fact, we
have










1 + t8 + t16 + t24 + t32 + t40
(1− t8)(1− t24) :
The details are omitted.
6.2. The graded ring for g= 2
The homogeneous polynomials I0; I1 and I2 are the same as the previous section.
Moreover we put
I3 =W 2e8 = 28x
2y6 + 7y8;
I4 =W 2g24 = 35420x
12y12 + 170016x10y14 + 648945x8y16
+ 1020096x6y18 + 743820x4y20 + 170016x2y22 + 5842y24
and I5 = W 2d+24
; I6 = W 2d+32
; I7 = W 2d+40
, where d+n denotes the code of length n whose
generator matrix is given by

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
. . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : : : 1 1 1 1









3 (06 i; j; k6 ‘=8; 8i + 8j + 8k = ‘);
are linearly independent over C.





3 (06 i; j6 ‘=8; 06 k6 3; 8i + 8j + 8k = ‘);
I (‘−24)=80 I2; I
(‘−24)=8
0 I4
are linearly independent over C.
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0 I2 + 8I
(‘−24)=8
0 I4 = 0:
Step 1: for ‘¿ 24, we have
‘=8;0;0 = ‘=8−1;1;0 = ‘=8−1;0;1 = ‘=8−2;1;1 = 0:
Step 2: for ‘¿ 32, we have









Step 3: for ‘¿ 24, we have
‘=8−2;2;0 = ‘=8−2;0;2 = ‘=8−3;3;0 = ‘=8−3;2;1 = ‘=8−3;1;2
= ‘=8−3;0;3 = 6 = 8= 0:
Proof of Step 1: looking at the coeJcients of the monomials x‘; x‘−4y4; x‘−6y6;
x‘−10y10, we have
‘=8;0;0 = 14‘=8−1;1;0 = 28‘=8−1;0;1 = 14 · 28‘=8−2;1;1 = 0:
Proof of Step 2: by induction on i. For i=0, looking at the coeJcients of the mono-
mials y‘; x2y‘−2; x4y‘−4; x6y‘−6, the matrix of the coeJcients of 0; ‘=8;0; 0; ‘=8−1;1;
0; ‘=8−2;2; 0; ‘=8−3;3 is given by

1 7 72
0 28 2 · 28 · 7
(‘=8) · 14 (‘=8− 1) · 14 · 7 (‘=8− 2) · 14 · 72 + 282
0 (‘=8− 1) · 14 · 28 (‘=8− 2) · 14 · 2 · 28 · 7
73
3 · 28 · 72
(‘=8− 3) · 14 · 73 + 3 · 282 · 7



















The determinant of this matrix is 481890304 and this matrix has an inverse. Therefore
we have
0; ‘=8;0 = 0; ‘=8−1;1 = 0; ‘=8−2;2 = 0; ‘=8−3;3 = 0:
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We assume the validity for less than i. Looking at the coeJcients of the monomials




0 28 2 · 28 · 7
(‘=8− i) · 14 (‘=8− i − 1) · 14 · 7 (‘=8− i − 2) · 14 · 72 + 282
0 (‘=8− i − 1) · 14 · 28 (‘=8− i − 2) · 14 · 2 · 28 · 7
73
3 · 28 · 72
(‘=8− i − 3) · 14 · 73 + 3 · 282 · 7



















whose determinant is also 481890304. So we have
i;‘=8−i;0 = i;‘=8−i−1;1 = i;‘=8−i−2;2 = i;‘=8−i−3;3 = 0:
This completes the induction.
Proof of Step 3: looking at the coeJcients of the monomials x‘−8y8; x‘−12y12;
x‘−14y14; x‘−16y16; x‘−18y18; x‘−20y20; x‘−22y22; x‘−24y24, we have


142 0 0 0 0 0 759 0
2 · 14 282 143 0 0 0 2576 35420
0 2 · 28 · 7 0 142 · 28 0 0 0 170016
1 72 3 · 142 142 · 7 14 · 282 0 759 648945
0 0 0 282 14 · 2 · 28 · 7 283 0 1020096
0 0 3 · 14 2 · 14 · 7 14 · 72 + 282 3 · 282 · 7 0 743820
0 0 0 28 2 · 28 · 7 3 · 28 · 72 0 170016
0 0 1 7 72 73 1 5842





























whose determinant is 3021555835146208951664640, which implies
‘=8−2;2;0 = ‘=8−2;0;2 = ‘=8−3;3;0 = ‘=8−3;2;1
= ‘=8−3;1;2 = ‘=8−3;0;3 = 6 = 8= 0:























⊕ CI (‘−24)=80 I2
⊕CI (‘−24)=80 I4 ‘¿ 24; ‘ ≡ 0 (mod 8);
and put V =⊕‘¿0V (‘).
Lemma 6.5. I5; I1I2; I1I4; I3I2; I3I4; I6; I7; I 22 ; I2I4; I
2
4 ∈V .
Proof. By direct computation using Magma. The explicit relations can be found at
[7].
Theorem 6.6. We get W(2) = V .
Proof. By a Theorem of Duke [3], for any Type II code C, we have








) + P2(J 2e8 ; J
2
d+24




for some polynomials P1(X; Y; Z;W ); P2(X; Y; Z;W ). By Theorems 1 and 5, we have
W 2C ∈C[I0; I1; I2; I3; I4; I5; I6; I7];
or
W(2) = C[I0; I1; I2; I3; I4; I5; I6; I7]:
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By the relations given in Lemma 6.5, we have
W(2) = C[I0; I1; I2; I3; I4]:









the elements of V , where ∗ denotes any non-negative integer. By the relations given








































































3 are contained in V because of the equality
C[I0; I1; I3] = C[I0; I1](1⊕ I3 ⊕ I 23 ⊕ I 33 ):








4 are contained in
V , and this completes the proof of Theorem 6.6.




1; ‘ = 0;
3‘=8; ‘ = 8; 16;
‘=2; ‘¿ 24:
Corollary 6.8. The graded ring W(2) is not Cohen–Macaulay.
Proof. Assume that W(2) is Cohen–Macaulay. From Theorem 6.6, W(2) is a 5nitely
generated C[I0; I1]-module, for example, take 1; I3; I 23 ; I 33 ; I2; I4 as a set of generators.
This implies that a set {I0; I1} is a homogeneous system of parameters (See [9]).
Theorem 2.3.1 in [9] says that the ring W(2) must be a 5nitely generated free C[I0; I1]-
module. Then the dimension formula of W(2) must be in the form
f(t)
(1− t8)2 ; f(t)∈Z¿0[t];
but this is impossible since Theorem 6.6 (and Corollary 6.7) gives the equality
f(t)
(1− t8)2 =







f(t) = 1 + t8 + t16 + 3t24 − 2t32:
This completes the proof of Corollary 6.8.
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